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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
4 • WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

4 September 25, 1997

Mr. Roy Cellan
Homestake Mining Company
P.O. Box 98
Grants, New Mexico 87020

SUBJECT: FINAL RADON BARRIER DESIGN FOR THE SMALL TAILINGS PILE.
AMENDMENT 27 TO SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSE SUA-1471

Dear Mr. Cellan:

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has completed its review of the Homestake
Mining Company (HMC) amendment request submitted in your letter dated August 6, 1996, which
proposed a redesign of the final radon barrier for the small tailings pile at your Grants Mill
-ranium mill and tailings site and various minor "hous,•keepin'," license changes. The staff has
determined that the redesign.of the final radon barrier is acceptable, as explained in the enclosed
Technical Evaluation Report (Enclosure 1).

Based on telephone discussions between yourself and Ken Hooks of the NRC, the various
"housekeeping" license changes have been resolved as follows:

* License Condition (LC) 13 is deleted since it duplicates LC 10.

LC 18 is deleted, since it is superceeded by LC 37 which references the approved site
reclamation plan.

* LC 21 is modified by replacing the word "mill" with "site", since the mill has been
fully reclaimed.

* LC 23 has been modified by :,eleting specific references to "operational" and "nonoperational"

procedures.

* LC 31 is deleted, since the groundwater monitoring requirements established for the '"brine
evaporation pond" are stated in LC 35, and reclamation requirements are stated in LC 37.

LC 32A is deleted since the mill buildings have been fully reclaimed.

* LC 39 has been modified to remove the requirement to notify the NRC, of changes to the
evaporation pond design and filling of the pond, since the pond has been constructed and filled.

Pursuant to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 40, Source Material
License SUA-1471 is hereby amended by modifying License Condition 37B as discussed in the
enclosed TER and making the various "housekeeping" changes discussed above. All other
conditions of this license shall remain the same. The license is being reissued to incorporate the
above modification (Enclosure 2).
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An environmental report is not required from HMC because the amendment does not meet the
criteria of 1OCFR 51.60(b)(2), in that there-will be no significant change in the- types, or increases
in the amounts, of effluents released. For the same reasons, an NRC environmental assessment is
not required since this license amendment is categorically excluded under 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(1 1).

If you have any questions regarding this letter or the enclosures, please contact Ken Hooks, the
NRC Project Manager for HMC, at (301) 415-7777.

,incerely,

(Original signed by)

Joseph J. Holonich, Chief
Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

Docket No. 40-8903
License No. SUA-1471
Case Closed: L51439

Enclosures: As stated
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TECHNICAL. EVALUATION REPORT

DATE: June 30, 1997

DOCKET NO: 40-8903 LICENSE NO.: SUA-1471

LICENSEE: Homestake Mining Company

FACILITY: Grants Uranium Mill and Tailings Site

PROJECT MANAGER: Ken Hooks

TECHNICAL REVIEWERS: Dan Rom
James Weldy, Cnter for Nuclear Waste

Regulatory Analyses

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

By letter dated August 6. 1996. Homestake Mining Company of California (Homestake) requested
-an amendment to License Condition No. 37B of Source Material License SUA-1471 to reduce the
radon barrier thickness for the small tailings pile at the Grants uranium mill and tailings site near
Grants. New Mexico. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has reviewed this request
and concludes that the proposed redesigned cover meets the radon flux standard set forth in
Criterion 6(1) of 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A. The other requirements of criterion 6 have been
considered in the review of the reclamation plan or will be considered in the staff review of the
completion report.

AMENDMENT REQUEST:

Homestake initially submitted an amendment request to reduce the cover thicknesses for the large
and small tailings piles by a letter dated January 17, 1994. Pursuant to meetings and discussions
with the NRC s:-,f, Homestake revised the initial amendment request and submitted a June 16,
1995, request which addressed only the large tai!ngs pile. This amendment request has already
been approved 2y the " ,'_. The August 6, 19•.6. requ.,st which is the subject of tnis technic %.
evaluation report (TER) addresses the small tailingz pile. Considering the results from testing the
properties of tailings materials and barrier soils, Homestake requested that the radon barrier
thickness be reduced from 14 feet to variable thicknesses ranging from 24 to 71 inches.

BACKGROUND:

The Homestake Grants Project mill site is located near Milan, New Mexico. The uranium ore was
processed using an alkaline leach process. There are two tailings piles onsite designated as the
"large tailingspile" and the "small tailings pile." The large tailings pile was used from 1958 to
1990 and contains 20.5 million tons of tailings. The large pile covers approximately 190 acres to a
height of 85 to 100 ft. The small tailings pile was operated from- 1958 to 1962 and contains 1.5
million tons of tailings. It covers approximately 40 acres to a height of 20 to 25ft.
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The Homestake reclamation plan was approved in July 1993. Some reclamation activities.
including mill decommissioning and soil cleanup, have been completed. The radon cover has been
placed on much of the large tailings pile and ,the cover top will be placed after primary
consolidation has occurred. Portions of the small tailings pile have been covered, but the top is
being used as an evaporation pond for the ground vater correct ive action program. Therefore,
completion of barrier construction for the small tailings pile will not occur for several years.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION:

This review focuses on the proposed radon barrier design for the small tailings pile. A design
review was conducted in accordance with the NRC Final Standard Review Plan for the Review of
a Remedial Action of Inactive Mill Tailings Sites (December 1993) and consisted of assessments of
the Homestake amendment request and supporting documentation.

To meet Criterion 6(l) of 10 CFR Part 40. Appendix A. a soil radon barrier is typically placed
over tailings'impoundments to limit long-ierm raC-, flux to less than 20 pCi/m2 s averaged over the
entire tailii,,s pile. The radon flux from the cell :over is dependent on the physical and
radiological characteristics of the contaminated materials and the cover soils. These characteristics
include radium content, dry density. specific gravity. porosity. long-term moisture content.
thickness, emanation-coefficient. and diffusion coefficient. In addition, external influences-.such as
freeze-thaw degradation, biointrusion, erosional stability, and slope stability, may also-affect the
radon attenuation and stability of covers. Using measured values or estimates of the above
parameters and factors, computer codes are used to model the radon flux through the cover. The
moisture content and diffusion coefficient are considered to be the critical parameters. Because
radon has a relatively short half-life and decays to a solid particle, evaluations are typically
performed on the upper .15 ft of material. Each of the radon flux computer code input values for
the contaminated and cover materials is discussed in the following, assessment.

South Triangle Area of Small Tailings Pile

The South Triangle area consists of a 7.0 ft layer of contaminated slimes which will be covered by
a 4.0 ft layer of tailings sands. A minimum of 12.0 ft of windblown contaminated soil will cover
the tailings. The radon barrier will consist of 6.0 in. of 100 percent maximum dry density (MDD)
north b-rrow ,oil a"' 18.0 in. of 95 percent MDL .-orth borrow soil. The surface a: :.iluoing
side slopes) of the South Triangle will be approximately 174.000 square ft.

Contaminated Material Parameters

The licensee has performed extensive sampling and testing to characterize the radium content,
density, and moisture content of the tailings. To determine the average radium content and
emanation coefficients of the tailings sands and slimes, data were taken from five borings. The
mean radium activity concentration of the slimes was 732 pCi/g, and the mean emanation
coefficient was 0.47. The mean radium activity concentration for the tailings sands was calculated
to be 408 pCi/g, and the mean emanation coeffic ent was calculated to be 0.39. The values used
for the radium activity concentration in the soil were acceptably derived, and the values used for
the emanation coefficients are more conservative than the NRC default value of 0.35.
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The measured physical parameters of the NRC-approved large tailings pile were used to model the
tailings sands, because the ore and milling techniques were identical for the two piles. A density of
1.49 g/cm3 , porosity of 0.44, long-term moisture content of 8 percent, and a diffusion coefficient
of 0.03 cm 2/sec were used to model the tailings sands and are acceptable. The physical parameters
for the slimes were consistent with or more conservative than the values approved in the
reclamation plan (Homestake Mining Company, 1993). A density of 1.19 g/cm' and porosity of
0.55 are values which were used in the reclamation plan and which have been supported by more
recent site data. A more conservative moisture content of 13 percent was used, and the diffusion
coefficient of 0.,0317 was calculated using the NRC-approved empirical relationship in
NUREG/CR-3533 (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1984).

All parameters for the windblown tailings used in the model including radium activity
concentration, emanation coefficient, porosity, long-term moisture content, density, and diffusion
coefficient were previously approved for the large tailings pile (Homestake Mining Company,
1995) and are considereu acceptable. The windblown tailings layer will be 'compacted to 90 percent
MDD as described in the reclamation plan (Homestake Mining Company, 1993).

The NRC staff concludes that, contaminated material parameters are conservative or are justified
based on the site-specific measurements.

Proposed Barrier.

The proposed radon barrier will be constructed of compacted north borrow soil, as approved in the
large tailings pile radon barrier redesign. The first 6 in. of the barrier will be compacted to -
100 percent MDD. The remaining 18 in. will be compacted to 95 percent of the maximum density
to protect the first 6 in. from freeze-thaw effects. In the calculations, this material was assumed to
be degraded by freeze-thaw effects, consistent with assumptions for the large tailings pile, except
that more conservative values for the porosity and long-term moisture content were used: a larger
value of 0.475 was used for the porosity and a smaller value of 15.5 percent was used for the
long-term moisture content. The radium activity, emanation coefficient, specific gravity, and mass
density are consistent with the approved large tailings pile design and are considered acceptable.

The NRC statf conclud-. 'hat radon barrier -:eters urc conservative or are justified based on

the site-specific measurcmenti.

North and South Pond Areas

The north and south pond areas consist of 5.0 and 9.0 ft of tailings sands, respectively. These
sands will be covered by a 1.5 ft thick layer of contaminated debris and another layer of tailings
sands that will be a maximum of 5.0 ft thick. This layer will then be covered by 5.0 ft of
windblown tailings. The radon barrier will consist of 1.7 ft of north borrow soil compacted to 100
percent MDD and 1.5 ft of north borrow soil compacted to 95 percent MDD.
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Contaminated Material Properties

The physical properties of the bottom layer of tailings sands are the same as those for the South
Triangle area and are acceptable. The debris layer consists of pipes, pumps, and pond residues.
The radium concentration of the residues was determined from five samples that averaged 55
pCi/g. It was assumed that the entire layer of debris had a radium concentration of 55 pCi/g and
an emanation coefficient of 0.35, which is the NRC default value. These values are considered
acceptable. The derivations of the other physical parameters for this layer were not described*
However, these parameters have a negligible effect on the radon flux. from the surface because this
layer is over 13 ft below the surface, so the parameters used are considered acceptable. The second
layer of tailings sands has the same physical parameters as above, except that the porosity value
used was 0.4 and the density value used was 1.60 g/cm 3. The porosity value is equivalent to the
NRC default value and is con,;'cered acceptable. The higher density, value is more conservative
than the previously used v..:ues, and is considered acceptable. The physical parameters of the
windblown tailings are equivalent to those used for the South Triangle area and are considered
acceptable.

The NRC staff concludes that contaminated material properties are conservative or are justified
based on the site-specific measurements.

Proposed Barrier

The proposed radon barrier will be constructed of compacted north borrow soil, as approved in the
large tailings pile radon barrier redesign. The first 20.2 in. of the barrier will be compacted to
100 percent MDD.. The remaining 18 in. will be compacted to 95 percent of the maximum'density.
This material will be assumed to be degraded by freeze-thaw effects, consistent with the
assumptionsfor the large tailings pile, except that more conservative values for the porosity and
long-term moisture content were used: a larger value of 0.475 was used for -the porosity and a
smaller value of 15.5 percent was-used for the long-term moisture content. The radium activity,
emanation coefficient, specific gravity, and mass density are consistent with the approved large
tailings pile values and are considered acceptable.

The N, staff conchides that adon barrier param, :rs are conservative or are justiti . a-,-d on
the site-specific measurements.

Pond Area Outslopes

The pond area outslopes will consist of a maximum of 10 ft of tailings sands which are currently
covered by an 18 in. interim cover. The outslopes will be covered with 35 in. of north borrow soil
compacted to 100 percent MDD and 18 in. of north borrow soil compacted to 95 percent ýMDD.

Contaminated Material Properties

Homestake used the same parameters to describe the tailings sands that were used in the South
Triangle area, with a maximum thickness of 10 ft: These are acceptable values to use for the
tailings sands in this area.
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Staff considers that contaminated material properties parameters are conservative or are justified
based on the site-specific measurements.

Interim Cover

Hdmestake used the same physical parameters for the interim cover of the small tailings pile that
were previously approved for the large tailings pile interim cover. The covers are both made of
north borrow soil, so these parameters are acceptable. These values include a porosity of.0.32, a
density of 1.80 g/cm', a long-term moisture content of 8 percent, and a diffusion coefficient'of
0.0129.

The NRC staff considers that the interim cover parameter values are conservative or are justified
based on the site-specific measurements.

Proposed Barrier

The proposed radon barrier will be constructed of nor' borrow soil, as was approved for the large
tailings pile 'radon barrier redesign. The first 35 in. of the barrier will be compacted to*100 percent
MDD. The remaining 18 in. will be compacted to 95 percent of the maximum density. This

material will be assumed to be degraded by freeze-thaw effects, consistent-with the assumptions for
the large tailings pile, except that more conservative values for the porosity and long-term moisture
content were used: a larger value of 0.475 was used for the porosity, and a smaller value of
15.5 percent was used for the long-term moisture content. The radium activity, emanation
coefficient, specific gravity, and mass density are consistent with the approved large tailings pile
values and are considered acceptable.

The NRC staff concludes that radon barrier parameters are conservative or are justified based on
the site-specific measurements.

Radon Attenuation Model

The licensee used the RAECOM computer code to calculate the long-term radon flux. The
RAECOM code is an interactive t-ORTRAN pr "Lam and :' described in NUREG,'C/-3533,
Radon Attenuation Hand•,uok far Uranium Tailing Cover Design. In 1989, the RAECOM coce
was modified by the NRC to eliminate cost-benefit uptimization, and that code was named
RADON. Both programs model radon flux using one dimensional, steady-state gas diffusion theory
and are acceptable to determine compliance with regulations.

Table I summarizes the input soil parameters used by Homestake in their analyses. The South
Triangle area, North and South Pond areas, and the pond area outslopes were modeled by
Homestake for this license amendment. The radon flux from the South Triangle area was calculated
to be 8.5 pCi/m 2s. The radon flux from the pond outslopes area was calculated to be 20.0 pCi/mnis.
The radon fluxes from the North and South Pond areas were calculated to be 20.0 pCi/n 2s.
However, the radon flux emanating from the debris layer of this area was calculated to be a large
negative number (- 19 pCi/m2s). This is not physically realistic, so the flux was recalculated by
the NRC staff assuming that the upper layer of tailings sands was the bottom layer of contaminated
material. The result of this calculation was a flux of 20.4 pCi/m 2s for the North and South Pond
areas.
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Homestake calculated an areal averaged radon flux of "15.- , Y/:ig iiie higher flux for the
North and South Pond areas, an areal averaged radon flux of .5.9 :f'tri. ,as calculated by the
NRC staff. These values are both less than the NRC limit of Ž"a 'iCitV.:' ,- the radon barrier.
design is considered acceptable.

The licensee performed a series of flux measurements on the pile ;as it cur-ently exists on the pond
outslopes area and the South Triangle area and compared these measurements to the results of
RAECOM modeling of the current pile to build.confidence that the modeling accurately reflects the
actual radon flux. The results of the measurements were similar to and Slightly lower than the
RAECOM modeling results. This builds confidence that the actual radon flux will.not be greater
than the flux predicted by the RAECOM code.

Staff considers that the results of the RAECOM modeling are conservative and demcostrate that the
radon flux from the final r~le will be less t'.an 20 pCi/m~s. as required by 10 CFR Part 40,
Appendix A, Criterion 6(l).

RECOMMENDED LICENSE CHANGE:

The staff recommends that a change be made to Source Material License SUA-1471, License
Condition 37B to reflect the change in radon barrier thickness required for the small tailings pile.
The following language is recommended for the revised, license condition:

The radon.barrier for the small tailings pile shall be constructed in accordance with
materi al types, thicknesses, and placement criteria described in Homestake Mining.
Company's Final Radon Barrier Design for the Small Tailings Pile, transmitted to
the NRC in August 1996.
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Table 1. Summary of the RADON input parameters for the license amendment request

Radon Input Parameters

Diffusion Moisture
Coefficient Emanation Density Content Specific

Layer (cm 2/sec) Coefficient (g/cm 3) Porosity (%) Gravity

Tailings 0.03 0.39 Upper layer Upper layer 8 2.65
sands of N. and S. of N. and S.

Pond: Pond:
1.60 0.40

All Other All Other
Areas: Areas:

1.49 0.44 1

Windblown 0.0236 0.34 .. 0.40 82.65
Tailings

Interim 0.0129 1.80 0.32 8 2.65
Cover

North 0.01 * 1.51 0.44 15.5 2.70
Borrow soil
(95%
compaction)

North 0.006 1.59 0.41 15.5 2.70
Borrow soil
(100%
compaction)

North 0.0138 1.42 0.475 15.5 2.70
Borrow soil
(95%)
(freeze-thaw
degraded)

• Radium content not input as background level as emanation coefficient value not applicable.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT EVALUATION:

An environmental report from Homestake is not required by 10 CFR 51.60(b)(2), since this
amendment will not authorize or result in (i) a significant expansion of a site, (ii) a significant
change in the types of effluents, (iii) a significant increase in the amount of effluents, (iv) a
significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposures, or (v) a
significant increase in the potential for or consequences from radiological accidents. An NRC staff
environmental assessment was not performed since this action is categorically excluded under 10
CFR 51.22(c)(1 1), as (i) there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the
amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite, (ii) there is- no significant increase in
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure, (iii) there is no significant construction
impact, and (iv) there is no significant increase in the potential for or consequences from
radiological accidents.
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Homestake Mining Company .LiC' .\tItthCt'

SUA-1471, Amendment No.

P.O. Box 93. -111ittii Dt Until NRC determines site

Grants New Mexico S70>,_ ... reciamatirn Is adecuate.

I) ,,-kct i A cAp 1-:cab 1e A-ne:-. en t: En

IN c' i, u, 'i,.c N. 40-$903

I iti.A' I l( 1- C I

Uranium " n-- Unlimited

Authorized Place of 7se: The "-ce:-see'= -anium mL located in Cibo'a Coun.,
N1e.', Mexico, and .t'-e 9iensee's a.xi"arv xn exchange facilit'v located znMcKinle.

County, New Mexcc. [App1ica be Amerdme -T.-: 221

This license authorizes cOl te pocsesszon of residual uranium and byproduct

material in the form of ur.num ..aste ta I ings and other byproduct waste generated
by the licensee's past milling operations in accordance with Tables I and 3 and
the procedures submitted by letter dated September 2, 1993, as modified by letter

dated March 7, 1996.

Anywhere the word "wil' -s used, it sha': denote a requirement. - • •

lAOCpicable m.<endm• 3: ,. 2-

DELETED bY Amendment 22.

Periodic embankment insrections of to-e ;'t.-ace and smai'1 tailings embankment shall
be conducted b'e, kno.wvIedgeable .ndi.:nuais.:o are familiar with the site and
mining operations. An annual status repor.t shall be included in the Semi-Annuaý
Environmental Report for the second :-alf of the year.

[Applicable Amendments: .2, 12, 14, 241

DELETED by Amendment No. 27.
Any equipment, supplies or manpower that come in contact with tailing sand and/or

slimes will be determined to be free of radioactive material by a personal scan

and equipment decontamination. [Applicable Amendment: 21]

The results of all effluent and environmental monitoring required by this license

-trr a--r r~Ž ~ ±r r ,~r r ' n±~ ~,r rlt~ -4
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shall be reported in accordance with 10 CFR 43, Section 40.65, with copies of the
report sent to the NRC. Monitoring data shall be reported in the format shown in 4

the attachment to SUA-1471 entitled, "Samnple Format for Reporting Monitoring
Data." All ground-water monitoring data shall be reported as described in License
Condition No. 35. (Applicable Amendments: 5]

16. Before engaging in any activity not previously assessed by the NRC, the licensee
shall prepare and record an environmental evaluation of such activity. When the
evaluation indicates that such activity may result in a significant adverse
environmental impact that was not previously assessed or that is greater than that
previously assessed, the licensee shall provide a written evaluation of such
activities and obtain prior approval of the NRC in the form of a license
amendment.

17. Prior to terminat;on of this 1icense, the licensee shall provide for transfer of ,
title to byproduct material and land, inolodinco an'., interests therein (o'Ier th
land ow..ned b- tne United States or t Se -.e cr New Mexico), "..hich iS used for the
disposai of such ho-"rodurt t-aterial essentiai to ensure the lono-ter-
stability of such uiscosa site, to ce oed States or the Sta.te of Ne.: ,exI iCC

at the State's cti•

• S. DELETED by. Amendment No. 27.

19. DELETED bv Amendment No. 7.

20. DELETED by Amendment No. 21.

21. The site Radiation Protection Administrator (RPA), who is responsible for
conducting the site radiation safety program, shall possess the minimum'
qualifications as specified in Section 2.4.1 of Reg'ulatory Guide 8.31,
"Information Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Exposures at Uranium
Mills will be As Low As is Reasonably Acinevable." [Applicable Amendment: 2-77]

22. The results -f samoling, a!>ivsses, s , an<! monitoring; the r - its of
calibration cf equipmen". reoorts on a ...... and inspections; all neevLngs an.
training courses required by this linense ar' any subsequent rev.,iews,
investigations, and corrective action,-, snall be documented. Unless otherwise
specified in the NRC regulations, al- such documentation shall be maintained for a
period of at least 5 -`-ears.

23. Standard procedures shall be established for all activities involving radioactive
materials that are handled, processed, or stored. Procedures shall enumerate
pertinent radiation safety practices to be followed. Additionally, written
procedures shall be established for environmental monitoring, bioassay analyses,
and instrument calibrations. An uo-to-date copy of each written procedure shall
be kept in the area to which it applies.

All wri'tten procedures shall be. reviewed and approved in writing by the RPA before
implementation and whenever a change in procedure is proposed to ensure that
proper radiation protection principles are being applied. In addition, the RPA

0, • $ i U $ • • , • , • • • • , • •', '' • • • .'
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shall perform a documented review of all existing procedures at least annuall'y.

(Applicable Amendment: 27]

24. The licensee shall be required to use a Radiation Work Permit (RWP) for all work
or nonroutine maintenance jobs where the potential for significant exposure to
radioactive material exists and for which no standard written procedure already
exists. The RWP shall be approved by the RPA or his designee, qualified by way of
'specialized radiation protection training, and shall at least describe the
following:

A. The scope of work to be performed.

B. Any precautic 3 necessary to rerý ce exposure to uranium and its daughters.

C. The supplemental radiological mon:t---ing and sampling necessary prior to,
during, and fo ilowing completic:-. of -he '..cork.

DE.TDELETED dv Amendment en o.

Mill tailings, other toan smail sampces :or purposes such as research or Snalvais,
shall not be transferred from the site without specific prior approval of the N.RC
in the form of a license amendment. The "icensee shall maintain a permanent
record of all transfers made under the opovisions of this condition.

27. DELETED bv Amendment No. 27!.

28. The licensee shall maintain an NRC-approved financial surety arrangement

consistent with 10 CFR 40, Criteria ? and 10, adequate to cover the estimated
costs, if accomolished bo a third party, for decommissioning and decontamination
or the mill and mill site, -eclamat:on of tailings or waste disposal areas,
ground--water restoration, and the lonq-term surveillance fee. Within 3 months of
NRC approval of a revised rec.:amatico ola:z, the licensee shall submit for NRC
review and aprrov a orý--sed rev to t.:e fina-cial surety arrant->-ent if
estimated costs for t:.e newly appro-: p. exceed the amount cov•__d _,n t,',e
existiiig financial surety. The revisea surety arrangement shall then be in effect
within 3 months of written NRC approval.

Annual updates to the surety amount by 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, Criteria 9
and 10, shall be submitted to the NRC at Least 3 months prior to the
anniversary date, *which is designated as June 30 of each year. Along with
each proposed revision or annual update, the licensee shall submit supporting
documentation showing a breakdown of costs and the basis for the cost
estimate. The attachment to the license entitled, "Recommended Outline for
Site Specific Reclamation and Stabilization Cost Estimates," outlines the
minimum considerations used by the NRC in the review of site closure cost
estimates.

The licensee's currently approved surety, a Parent Company Guarantee issued by
Homestake Mining Company, shall be continuously maintained in an amount no less
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than $24,000,000 for the purpose of complying with 10 CFR 40, Criteria 9 and 10,
until a replacement is authorized by the NRC. The use of a parent company
guarantee necessitates an evaluation of the corporate parent as part of the annual
surety uodate. In addition :o the cc st i:n..ormation required above, the annual
submittal' must include updated documentation of the (1) letter from the chief
financial officer of the parent company, (2) auditor's special report confirmation
of chief financial officer's letter, (3) schedule reconciling amounts, in chief
financial officer's letter to amounts in financial statements, and (4) parent
company guarantee if any changes are appropriate.

[Applicable Amendments: 9, 12 23, 24, 261

29. The licensee shall decommission the -(omestake Uranium lili in ac. --. nce wj-.h
Section 2 of the rec'amation p rn da-ed -anuarv 1991; the licensee's Ajgust 2S,
1991, response to comments i-10 of - e NPC's August 2, 1991, letter; and Tech-'_

Specifications B1 and 32 of e. an as revised on Apri 1 l 3, "392
ao ou, tn d e;ne e:-. s e e sr.a D eanuo -.'e i7 I r L, n gam'ra sur

S- -, 7Y--:. C, e- C.. Luh mi t Z f Sep0t e m er I5 :D4 - •-soi01 sampling :cr.cgrau as EO,•_L ½ir... i-tai ,etme 15 ... a

moc f iec bv t-e s ub- Ia! 3 De - ,-.A iae Amenem r. 2

A . Deleted b.- Amen dment N.o. 2C. .

B. Deleted b-y Amendment rNo. 2C.

C. Deleted bv Amendment No. 20.

D. The licensee shall use on!y soiIs obtained from borrow.' areas outside the
restricted area which have not oeen impacted by site operations to cover the
mill discosal area. The location of these borrow areas shall be documented.

E. The licensee shall impiement a :;ua . control (QC) program for the soil
cleanup verification procram whicn consists of recountino using offsite gamma a
soectroscopy, ouioment or Chemicn: :::a.vsis by a vendor labo½ .-. of at

least 15 c!ercent -or all ' 1I 1--ted. sin additic* 11i._.ru. 7 ,.
percent - the QC sa:.ples sha 'cnemicail.v analzed. R ---s11 of the QC

program shail be evaluated by : ,e -iation Protection Administrator and the
evaluation documented at least -orthvl, during the verification sampling
program.

All decommiss.ioning activities snalb ce documented. Within 90 days folloino

the completion of mill demolition and disposal activities, the licensee shall
submit to the NRC a report documenting the activities and providing summaries
of all data generated as part ,o: the radiation safety program for mill
decommissioning. In addition, -:ith!n 90 days following the completion of the
soil cleanup and verification program, the licensee shall submit to the NRC a

*report documenting the cleanup activities and providing the results of all
soil sampling and gamma surveys cono-ucted to verify the adequacy of cleanup.

[Applicable Amendment: 15]

I•$< *X! S 5li , 5;, 1 1 ,. "I5,5V
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520. DELETED by Amendment No. 21.

31. DELETED by Amendment No. 27[

32. The licensee shall comply with, the follouing:

A. DELETED by Amendment No. 27.

B. Analysis of urine samples shall ut-1Lze an LLD of at least 5 ug/l uranium.

C. A copy of the report documentina the annual ALARA audit shall be submitted :--

the NRC, review within 30 dayes Df coonpiecion of the audit.

[Applicable Amend. nr: 2'

3. DELETED ;- Amendment No. 21.

DELETED bv Anendoen" .

-... he "icensee snaii ::,pemen. : . ... :: tor-,-.oCorafl contai,.-
fci iovinq:

A. iopieent the :cnC-itc-in cor:-.c:. . in Table 2 o- hne licensee's

Se2tee , 3a z) of the c icensee' s
.anuary 9 1195, suomintta1.

B. Comply with the folio'wing grour, 1-water protection standards at brine
evaporation pond point-of-compliance Wells DI and BP, at the inactive
tailings impoundment point-of-compliance Wells.Y and X, and at the active
tatr 1inaso impoundment point-of-compliance Wells S4, S3, M5, and DQ with
background beino recoanized in 1;eli P:

chromium : 0.06 mg/a!, moi-bdenur::i 5 .D3 ag/l, selenium 0.10 mg/!,, vanadJium 1!
: 0.02 mc!l, :-aniu. 0.04 ,:- ra::-226 and -228 - B o pCi/l, and
thoric....-23C J. -D pCiii. :•

C. Implement the corrective action oror:-am described in the September 15, 1989,
submittal due to exceeding grou:--water protection standards, with the
objective of returning the concent,:Yr_ tons of chromium, molybdenum, seleniumn,
thorium-230, uranium, and vanadil:m to the concentration limits specified In

35(B)- above.

D. Operate the lined evaporation mnro and enhanced evaporation system as
described in the June 8 and 28, 1990, submittals.

E. Submit a semiannual ground-water monitoring report in accordance .ith the
reporting requirements of 10 CFR 40. '5. Also, submit, by February 28 of each-

year, a performance review of tne corrective action program that details the
progress towards attaining ground-water protection standards.

~~IU. .u .~ .~ .~ .~ . ~ JlJlm l l i i, mi im J m, M i M M~ ml Jrl M~ AIR Jý7l )m M~ MU JU UTJTJU ETJlJm mlJTJ i
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Applcdbl ~I•itendmellLb; , 7, z, 8, -,", 4, i1 , i1j

36. The licensee shall complet-e site reciamat-on in accordance with an apcroved
reclamation plan. The ground-water corr'ctive action plan shall be'conducted as

authorized by License Condition No. 35. All activities shall be completed in
accordance with the following schedules.

A. To ensure timely compliance with tarclet completion dates established in the
Memorandum of Understanding with th6 Environmental Protection Agency,
(56 FR 55432, October 25, 1991, the licensee shall complete recl.mation t-o

control radon emissions as expeciitiously as practicable, considering
technological feasibility, in accordance v, ith the followinr schedule:

1 Windblov. aii-ngs retrie,.,l a;.. olacement on the pile:

For the Large Impoundment -Dece:nher 31, 1996.

For the Small Impoundment Mav 31, 1997.

(2) Placcoent c.f the inrer-r; -::er 7c decrease the cotential :or .ta-
disoersal ancd erosion:

or mhe ,are po7-7 ne"t Detember 31, 199k.

For the Sraci I mpoun Cment - a,. 3 1, 1997.

(3) Placement of final radon t,.rie, desioned and constructed to Iimit radon
2

emissions to an average f>:.x of no more than 20 pCi/m /s. ;

For the Large Impoundment .-,hich has no evaporation ponds - December.31,
2003.

Fcr the Small imoounchoent, tail .ngs pile surface areas are essentially%
coerec o. evaocr'1ion: p1:J5 ::-.=r".-ted as part of thr -ater

r 'e act7 Pn croccra:2;. -o December 31, 2012, -he are~a •_1

covered b. th.e evaooratic, ,: shall have final radon barrier :n

place. Final radon barrier. oia.zement over the entire pile shall be
completed within 2 years o: comioetion of ground-water corrective
actions. ig

[Applicable Amendment: 25

B. Reclamation, to ensure required longevity of the covered tailings and

ground-water protection, shall be complete as expeditiously as is reasonably I;
achievable, in accordance with -the following target dates for completion:

(1) Placement of erosion protection as part of reclamation to comply with,
Criterion 6 of Appendix A _rf 1C CFR Part 40:

For the Large Impoundment - SeOtember 30, 20C4.
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For 11d Ih Sta impou ndmient - Sepcemoer 3u, 2ui.

(Applicable Amendment: 251 -1

a*

(2) Projected completion of ground-water corrective actions to meet
performance objectives specified in the ground-water corrective action
plan - May 1, 2010.

C. Any license amendment request to revise the completion dates specified in
Section A must demonstrate that compliance .,,as not t2chnoiogicallv, feasible
(including inclement weather, litigation which compels delay to reclamation,
or other factors beyond the control of the licensee).

D. A7 nyv I I cense a, -rne:. request e .......te :he tarr: et drates in S ect Lcn B aocve, "
must address added risk to the pr011 "nealth and safetv and the environfernt,

w ue ccnsldera ion, - the e n3:, cos:s i nvolved and other actors
justifying the request sucn as :iela-.s causec cv inclement weather, regulatory
delays, litication, and other factor oe'.ond the control of thelicensee.

[Applicable Amendment: 13, 2-2

37. The licensee shall reclaim the larce and small tailings impoundments as stated in
their October 29,, b:-lclu-iin.. týe foiloina requirements.

A. The radon barrier for the large tali'ngs pile shall be in accordance with
material types, thicknesses and placement criteria described in Homestake
Mining Comoany's Final Radon Barrier Design fcr the Large Tailings Pile,
submitted June 16, 1995.

B. The radon barrier for 'the small tailings pile shall be constructed in
accordan:ce with material types, thicknesses, and placement criteria described
in Homestake Mining Company's Final Radon Barrier Design for the Small
Tailings Pile, tra.smitted to the NRC in August 1996 [Applicable Amendment:
27].

C. The licensee sha:l submit a co.L.... on quality control Orooram for NRC
review and aporoval prior to olacinc: any portion of the radon barrier that
w,-ill ensure that the specification ... ,-ich limits tne activity of the radon
barrier material to 5. pCi/g anc.-e barrground is not exceeded.

D. The construction quality assurance and control program shall be as defined in
the Staff Technical Position On Testing and Inspection (NRC, 1989). The
acceptable correlation between ASTM D 2922 and ASTM D 1556 shall be as
defined in the licensee's April 30, 1992, submittal.

F. The radon barrier shall not be placed on the top surface of the large
tailings impoundment until the settlement has been demonstrated to be at
least 90 percent of expected settlet}lent, and the results of this
determination have been reviewed anti accepted by the NRC. The radon barrier

ire
r-
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may be placed on the large impoundment side slopes following final grading of
thE impoundment. Care shall be taken to preclude the possibility of ponding.
Before the erosion protection is placed, it shall be verified that the radon
barrier material meets the specifica-ions.

G. The adequacy of the erosion protection proposed .for the side slopes of both
the large and small impoundments shall be reevaluated considering any
increases in impoundment heights due to the revised radon attenuation cover
design.

H. DELETED by Amendment No. 21.

I. A completio- report shall be provided within 6 months of the completio- of
construction. -. is report, inc~ud•,-: as-built drawings, shall ve_-ifv that
reclamation of thesite has been performed according to the approved plan.
The report shall also inclucde s _':.a:'.es of results of the qualitv assurance
and control testi•nc, to demonst -ate a ppt sporoved specifications ..ere met.

[Applicable Amendments: 2 " , , 2

-3 The licensee is authorized to use "..racer ollected as -o-rt of the site ground-w..ater

corrective action program. for conditc;nin! soils during placement of the interim
cover or the radon barrier on the taclin:s imooundments. The licensee shall also
analyze samplesof the collection .-rater reing used for this, purpose for radium-229
and 228 content semiannuaily. If sa:nple -esults-exceed 30 pCi/l combined radium,
the licensee shall perform an evaluation .o, the potential impacts of using this
water on the required oesign of the radon oarrier and submit the ev-.aluation for
NRC review 'within 30 days of receipt of sample results. [Applicable Amendment:

,9. The licensee is authorized to construct anj operate a lined evaporation pond,'
located between the existing evaporatio- nond (#l) and the existing brine ponds,
in accordance with plans and commitments ccntained in submittals and
corresnondence frc'me Hozestak• Miinng I- . .nriv dan.y:ed July 26, 1994" " u _ -, 199,;
August -9, 1994, =nd Septen.er 2, 1994; j c September 15, 1994. r.na_ reclamaicon'
shall consist of movement of liner and o-.e material to the small tailings
imooundment. Underlving soils will oe sampled for radium-226 content, and if
above site standard of 5.5 pCi/gram, soilIs will be excavated and placed on the
small impoundment. Aon1icabie Amen ::en,: 7]

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'lid

7"--
Joseph J. Holonich, Chief
Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety ro
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